### Full-Year/Self-Study Plan
- The full-year/self-study plan

### One-Semester Rochester Plan
- The one-semester Rochester plan

### Traditional Programming Languages Plan
- The traditional Programming Languages plan; would also de-emphasize implementation material throughout the chapters shown

### Compiler Plan
- The compiler plan; would also de-emphasize design material throughout the chapters shown

### 1+2 Quarter Plan
- The 1+2 quarter plan: an overview quarter and two independent, optional follow-on quarters, one language-oriented, the other compiler-oriented

---

#### Supplemental (CD) Section
To be skimmed by students in need of review

#### Components
- **F**: The full-year/self-study plan
- **R**: The one-semester Rochester plan
- **P**: The traditional Programming Languages plan; would also de-emphasize implementation material throughout the chapters shown
- **C**: The compiler plan; would also de-emphasize design material throughout the chapters shown
- **Q**: The 1+2 quarter plan: an overview quarter and two independent, optional follow-on quarters, one language-oriented, the other compiler-oriented